digital china powering the economy to global - china already a global force in digital technologies is set to experience huge shifts in revenue and profits as businesses digitize boosting the economy s international competitiveness, open letter on the digital economy - open letter on the digital economy we are in the early stages of an era of great technological change digital innovations are remaking our industries economy and society just as steam electricity and internal combustion did before them, read our featured insights mckinsey company - mckinsey global institute our mission is to help leaders in multiple sectors develop a deeper understanding of the global economy, digital single market digital economy society - the digital single market strategy aims to open up digital opportunities for people and business and enhance europe s position as a world leader in the digital economy, 7 data unlocking the power of data in the uk economy - policy paper 7 data unlocking the power of data in the uk economy and improving public confidence in its use, hsric data tools and statistics - access health services research data statistics surveys and tools, about us adhara research feeling reality inspiring - i ve been enjoying qualitative research for 15 years now mainly in the consumer automotive telecommunications and trend areas i decided to study psychology in an effort to understand people s behaviour and emotions more something that s essential for understanding myself a little better, gig economy data and stats a summary of every freelance - how many people are in the gig economy it s not hard to find statistics about freelancers but it s hard to get real insight we round up all the major studies of the workforce break down all the gig economy data and help explain how many freelancers there are, leading digital turning technology into business - george westerman mit george westerman is a research scientist with the mit sloan initiative on the digital economy his research and teaching focus on digital technology leadership and innovation, strategy not technology drives digital transformation - strategy not technology drives digital transformation becoming a digitally mature enterprise, moving from transactions to engagement in a digital world - a shift from transaction to engagement the traditional bank or credit unions business model relies on one way value creation product development distribution and sales and marketing all aimed at customer acquisition, the future of big data pew research center - our research finds that data can create significant value for the world economy enhancing the productivity and competitiveness of companies and the public sector and creating substantial economic surplus for consumers, u s bureau of economic analysis bea - official bureau of economic analysis website source of us economic statistics including national income and product accounts nips gross domestic product gdp and related measures of national regional industry and international accounts, inside the digital catapult six startups at the forefront - the recently opened digital catapult in london s kings cross is home to ambitious technology startups innovating around big data, how today s unions help working people giving workers the - report unions and labor standards how today s unions help working people giving workers the power to improve their jobs and unrig the economy, what is oda newton fund - the uk s newton fund money is classed as official development assistance oda and has been allocated under section 1 of the international development act 2002